Once Again, Love & Laughter in the Hallways!
Written by Joseph Pritchard, Chief Clinical Officer

The Masonic Homes in Union City has finally received conditional approval
from Alameda County to begin reopening our campus. Some of the big changes
include the dining room, use of common areas, church services, and meeting in the
Lodge room. These are very welcome re-openings! During COVID-19 many of us
sacrificed time and emotional well-being to keep everyone safe. This has resulted in
a campus that was safe and free from catastrophic outbreaks.

Now it is time to slowly begin reaping the
rewards of that sacrifice. Now, we all get to share
love and laughter with those we have helped to keep
safe. Once again, our halls and rooms will be filled
with the sounds of people returning to a life of social
fulfillment.
We all must remember that many of our
friends and neighbors suffered tremendously during
this ordeal. I ask that you reach out to a friend who
may feel uncomfortable with a large gathering and
spend some quality one-on-one time with them.
Perhaps you have a neighbor who moved in recently
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and has yet to experience the true joys of the Homes. I ask you to introduce them to
the amazing Masonic Homes world. We all worked so hard to keep COVID-19 off
our campus, and we should work even harder to bring back everything we
sacrificed.
There are some new things we have to
get used to. Masks are still required unless
you are actively eating or drinking.
Vaccination status will need to be verified.
Physical distancing and proper hand hygiene
still have their place. These changes will
remain in effect for a while longer yet. These
measures will help keep us safe while we
reopen.
Reopening, unfortunately, can be
delayed or postponed if we start getting
positive cases. I wish I could say that it’s full
steam ahead, but I don’t know what the future
will hold. Many of us have heard the term
endemic. Endemic diseases, like the flu, are diseases that we have come to accept
as part of our environment, as long as they are not seriously lethal. It seems, due to
the vaccines and different COVID-19 medications, that COVID-19 will not be as
dangerous as prior years. If this happens, then we will, as a nation, need to learn to
live with COVID.
I do not know what that endemic world will look like. What I do know is
that we will all be facing it together. For the moment, let’s celebrate our successes
and continue our vigilance. We are making it to the other side of this pandemic.
Let’s make our journey worth the sacrifice!
*******************************************************

Adams Building Fruit Trees Anxiously Waiting...
Written by the Wanderers, Bruce & Evelyn Rick

We heard the move-in schedule is out for those
Masonic Home at Union City residents and headed to the
newly refurbished (basement to roof redone) Adams
Building.
Travel up the parkway to see the Adams building’s
bright exterior, new driveway access to the front (I guess
you would say the North parking lot for the North and West
access doors). From the parking lot you can see all the fruit
trees just waiting for the tender loving care and use of the
Masonic Homes and Acacia Creek residents.
Orange trees, grapefruit trees, apple trees and a lime
bush are still there but need pruning, watering, and a good
talking to! We can bet that the former garden area needs care
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too! Any resident could have their own little plot in one of the garden planters.
Hope we can again see the traditional tomato and peppers that some food service
workers maintained. Remember those hot peppers?
We stopped and said hello to a close-by orange tree and picked one. It was
ripe and kinda juicy but not as good as two years ago.
We are hoping the folks looking out of their balcony will see what needs to
be done and add it to their to-do list of moving and settling-in chores!
***************************************************

Welcome Spring—Written by Lorber Recreation Team

With the arrival of Spring, Lorber residents have begun to prepare the garden
located on 4th Lorber patio for the new season.
The garden will be maintained by residents who participate in Lorber’s
Gardening group. Their hard work will be enjoyed by residents and staff when their
plants and vegetables begin to grow and bloom. This year some things they are
interested in planting include peppers, flowers, lavender, sage, and tomatoes.
A study found that those who gardened for 30 minutes a day were reported
with having a better mood. Other health benefits for those who engage in gardening
include reduced stress, increased feelings of relaxation, promote physical health,
and increase sense of pride when nurturing a plant from seed to bloom.
The patio has also
become home to a pair of
Mourning Doves that have
laid their eggs in a small pot
every Spring. It will be nice
to see if they return this year
again to Lorber’s patio
garden.
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The Happy Wanderers enjoying Activities with Others
Compiled by Bruce & Evelyn Rick

March has seen the opening of many “group” in-person activities. See some photos!
Foyer
entrance to
the dining
room
welcomed
us as we
returned to
in-person
dining.

Dining room alcove has the
new suggestion box, current
and next menus to take
home – Oh, and you can
check your hair before you
go into the dining room.

Recreation Department has begun
hanging photos and artwork on the
dining room walls.

New Morrison Food Service
Management Director, Victoria Gumila
(l), Chef Meregildo Mendoza (c) and
Asst. Director Roberto Hernandez serve
a resident back in the dining room.
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Coffee Group time in the
Ice Cream Parlor is back!

Morrison Server Jimmy
Capati helps Evelyn to
make selections at the
nicely set table.

The Gift Shop is open
again!

Morrison staff waiting to
assist residents.

So is the “New To
You” Shop!
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Written by Chris Gershtein, Sr. Director
Clinical Quality Management

Since the last update there have been 6 Blue Box Cards submitted as of
March 18, 2022. There were no compliments in this bunch, but that doesn’t mean
that they didn’t happen, because they did! THANK YOU SO MUCH to all the
residents who showered the staff with wonderful messages of appreciation and
good wishes for Staff Appreciation Day! It certainly made every one of us feel like
a very special member of this wonderful family!
In the blue box there were five concerns submitted:
 One resident sent us a picture of part of a menu indicating a “Cranberry Pecan
Gelatin Salad” and also a picture of the salad. The accompanying note said,
“Where’s the cranberry? Second day of a disappointing salad.” This comment
has been sent to the Director of Dining Services, Victoria Gumila so that she can
share it with her team and address the issue.
 One resident submitted a number of concerns along with some potential
solutions. She wrote:
Concerns:
1. Lorber staff having to sit on cold concrete blocks when taking residents out for
some sun.
2. Lack of a bench at the stop sign halfway up the long front hill climb at the agave
garden (there used to be one there).
3. The Flag Plaza has four benches in the middle that prevent using it for events as
intended and are rarely used.
I Suggest:
• Solving three problems by moving the four flag plaza benches. Put one at
the stop sign and three around Siminoff Plaza. Result: Three new
functions, no dysfunction, low cost. These suggestions were sent to
Administration for consideration and discussion.
 One resident asked that we please try to find a way to better illuminate the
American flag on the new flagpole at night. She has reported that she has raised
this issue before, but it does not seem to have been fixed. I did send this
information to Administration, and Soledad Martinez, the Executive Director,
did let me know that they and facilities are aware of the issue and are still trying
to figure a solution out.
 One staff member has voiced a concern about employees’ morale. She suggests
that we do a “Happy Birthday Lunch.” If it is the employees’ birthday, he/she
may collect lunch from the Masonic Homes. It doesn’t have to be anything
fancy. Maybe a greeting card from the Administrator. This card was sent to
Human Resources and Administration for review and discussion.
 One staff member has submitted a concern about a “clean hand-off” from AL to
Lorber. She has stated that she has noticed that sometimes family members are
not completely understanding SNF policies and practices. She has suggested
short meetings perhaps using Zoom between the family, finance, and clinical
representation from both AL and Lorber to give the family a chance to ask
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questions and gain a clearer understanding. We have instituted these
meetings and are continuing to work on making sure that families and
residents have the time they need to ask questions and get information
during these transitions.
 One staff member has written a very empathetic card with a suggestion for
helping staff who are struggling financially due to unforeseen circumstances
such as death, fire, car theft, burglary, etc. These incidents result in temporary
hardship for the individual. She suggests a program like “HELPING HAND”
to allow other staff to offer whatever assistance they can to them.
Thank you very much for continuing to use this communication tool,
especially for any safety related issues. Please keep the cards coming!
*****************************************************

The Chaplain’s Corner
By Chaplain Joel Ingram

Your Support to Hundreds of Refugees

Ola, our fearless Messenger Editor needs my articles for
the April edition but I’m just getting back to work after being
out for some weeks…so… what to write on?… hmmmm? …
let’s see. I got it!
As many of you know, I recently made a madman’s dash to Europe
(originally to Poland and then to Hungary) to help my mother-in-law exit Ukraine
and come to the US. We didn’t achieve our goal completely as she remains in
Budapest, but she is safe and is being well cared for by a lovely family. So, we
have much to be thankful for. Hopefully, she will get her paperwork and can move
here permanently in the near future.
The thing I’d like to write about however is the wonderful response so
many of you gave to my invitation to help the refugees pouring out of Ukraine. As
was the case with my mother-in-law, they arrive with their “life” in a carry-on
suitcase – and that’s it! The journey out is an arduous one and even when they
arrive, their future remains uncertain and worrisome.

Continues on page 8
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With your help, we were able to provide
food, clothes and life support to hundreds of
refugees in Ukraine and Hungary (mostly in
Budapest). We bought and delivered medical
supplies to a hospital in Churnivtsi, Ukraine and we
purchased temporary aid for a host of refugees
moving through the Western train station in
Budapest.
It felt great to be able to help so many in such
great need and it wouldn’t have been possible but
for your help. Again, thanks so much. Until next
month, Happy Easter—Chaplain Joel
***********************************************************

Spotlight on the

Masonic Homes Way-By Joel Ingram
For the month of April our Masonic Home
Spotlight shines on someone we know so well it’s
possible (and easy) to overlook her. Soledad Martinez
has been a beloved fixture in our Home since its
founding. Word has it she helped lay the Home’s
cornerstone. OK, I’m stretching it a bit there, but not
by much.
When Soledad worked as the Masonic Home Intake Coordinator everyone knew what she did. After
all, every resident and their family had to work with
and through Soledad to come to the Home. She was
their gatekeeper and “welcome wagon” all in one!
Now that Soledad works as Executive Director here at the Home, lots of people
appreciate her but might not be exactly sure where that appreciation goes. That’s
because her work no longer fits in a tidy little box beneath a well-defined title. Put
another way, it’s easy to not know exactly how much we should appreciate her. So,
the goal of this column is to break it out just a bit.
If there’s something that impacts your life experience here at the Home,
Soledad touched it. Now, that doesn’t mean Soledad did it all by herself. And that
certainly doesn’t mean she deserves blame when you (or I) don’t like it. What it does
mean is that her weary fingers are in oh-so many pots – all the time. And if you asked
Soledad how many tasks she’s overseeing, she likely, couldn’t tell you because she’s
got a meeting to go to – or a call to return or an email to write.
Another way to say it is this: Soledad worked harder than anyone I knew at our
Home before this blessed pandemic came our way. Since then, really, you have no
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idea how long and hard she has worked for all of us – and – she’s done so with
precious little break time to recuperate and reenergize.
If you have not thought to give Soledad a heartfelt “Thank you” for her labor
on your behalf, I’d like to use this space to invite you to do so. Her passion, her
compassion and dedication are at work for you seven days a week. And for this, you
(and I) are beneficiaries.
Our April Masonic Homes Way Spotlight shines on Soledad this month. It’s
long overdue in my opinion. Thank you, Soledad! We owe you.
******************************************************

New and Exciting Times!

Written by Kim Hegg, Sr. Director of Events, Recreation & Volunteer Services

On Saturday, March 19, residents
were invited to an Open House and tour
of the almost completed Adams’
building. The doors to 2nd Adams
opened just a little before 9:00 a.m.,
inviting the first residents to get a
glimpse of the new Town Center!
The “oohs” and “aahs” were
wonderful to hear as tours led them
through the new game room, small
Library, and the large, open and airy lounge. The new bar area, with two large screen
televisions perfect for Sunday football and Saturday afternoon baseball games, was
especially popular and many, many ideas for new activities flowed out of the
residents. Friday afternoon cocktails, an iced specialty coffee afternoon, and more
fun ideas were quickly jotted down for future events.
The former dining space and sunroom were opened and the warmth emanating
from the picture windows looking out over the future gardening possibilities was a
welcome feeling from the former closed-off space.
The new multi-purpose space will provide plenty of opportunity to be a
meeting place for the different resident groups, a warm space for Sunday afternoon
movies, and a lively environment for Saturday Bingo. In just a few weeks, residents
will be able to enjoy the many opportunities that this new and inviting space has to
offer.

Continues on page 10
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After their tour of the Town Center, residents
were encouraged to visit the 3rd, 4th and 5th floors of
the Adams building where they were able to see the
new Assisted Living studio apartments, the communal
living room space, the central dining room/activities
area, and the beautiful kitchen.
Even though the pandemic put a crimp in the
construction and completion plans of Adams, it was
definitely worth the wait! The Recreation team is
looking forward to utilizing every inch of the beautiful
space now known as the Town Center!
*******************************************************

Be a Better Person—Written by Mike McComas

With every day that passes, I have
to remind myself that I cannot change all
of the wrongs in this world. However, I
can change myself to be a better
individual. Whether it means being a
friendlier citizen when I’m out in public
or saying something positive to people as
I pass them in our hallways. I know that it
is only up to me to ensure that I am the
best that I can truly be. Becoming a better
person was one of the reasons why I
joined Freemasonry in the first place and the only person responsible for this
transformation, is myself.
*****************************************************

Quotable
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History in the Making—Written by Bob McCain
Great news! Siminoff Masonic
center is once again open and ready to
resume in-person meetings. The first
event following over two years of being
closed for the pandemic was an award
ceremony for Roy Anderson to
recognize 70 years of Masonry on
Monday, March 21.
He was presented with a
certificate from the Grand Lodge of
Oregon for 70 years of Masonry. A
crowd of about 35 visitors and guests
assembled for the event.
Most Worshipful Gregory A.
Jenkins, Grand Master of Masons in
Oregon made the presentation
accompanied by Most Worshipful
Jeffrey Wilkins, Grand Master of
Masons California. Roy provided a very
informative summary of his Masonic career which was enjoyed by all present.

Roy was blessed to have his two sons
and their families present for the event. It is
very possible we were seeing history in the
making. In my forty-seven years in our
fraternity, I am not aware of any such event
where two sitting Grand Masters from two
different jurisdictions participated jointly in
such a presentation. Congratulations to
Brother Roy Anderson.
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Farewell Friends & Family
Hi everyone! By the time you’ll be
reading this, you’ll notice that I have been
gone for quite a while. I officially decided
to move onto my career with Art therapy
and working with children on March 5.
I joined an ABA therapy company and
will be working as a Behavioral
Technician.
It pains me to leave but I’m
heading to new horizons in the career I
chose. I hope you won’t be too sad for me
leaving you all and I hope our paths one
day cross again. The times I spent with all
of you will be forever treasured in my
heart. I hope that despite my departure
I’ve made your lives happier in some way
as you did mine.
You all have made my life brighter
in this grim world, and I thank you so
much for bringing joy to my life. Feel free to reach out if you want. But for now,
stay safe out there and stay healthy and happy for me! Till we see each other again!
- Gabi Scott
******************************************************

Sandra “Sandy” Smith
Sponsoring Lodge: Naval #87
City: Vallejo
Moved in: March 3, 2022
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Mary Jo Schwahn
Sponsoring Lodge: Burlingame
#400
City: Burlingame
Move in date: April 20, 2022
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Larry & Dorthy Hollomon
51 years wedding anniversary

Just for Laughs—Submitted by Resident Zelma Campbell
 When I was a teenager and a pretty girl looked at me, I

thought I was hot stuff. When I was middle-aged and a
pretty girl looked at me, I thought, “Not bad for a guy
my age.” Now when a pretty girl looks at me, I think I
better make sure my fly is zipped.
 You know you’re getting old when your “can do” spirit
turns into “wish I could” spirit.
 The band “Village People” are out touring again, after

so many years. They have a new hit single: “It’s fun to
play for the AARP!”
 A pair of retired men got together for a walk around the lake. Bill announced
that he had gotten engaged to his 30-something girlfriend. Perturbed, George
said, “Well, Bill, you know that age difference is no good for you. I’m sorry to
do it, but I just have to tell it like it is.” I used to believe the exact same thing,”
Bill replied. “But that was before I had a 30-something girlfriend!”
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Resident Birthdays
MARION PAPAY

4/2

LINDA COHU

4/6

CHUCK MILLER

4/7

DORIS WONG
BOB MCCAIN
HANS STRAUB

4/12

LETHA TATRO

4/14

ROGER GURLEY

4/15

CAROL YOWELL

4/16

LILLIAN JUNG

4/17

BILL CHRISTENSEN
BILL HOVEY

4/19

LINDA WALLI

4/20

EVELYN RICK

4/21

ARI EDDLEMAN
EILEEN FOOTE

4/25

Resident Anniversaries
Residents

Ann. Date

Years

Merv & Jackie Purdy

4/11

70

Doug & Gayle Field

4/18

30

In Memoriam

In Memoriam

Ilse Straub
August 9, 1928—March 14, 2022
Sponsoring Lodge: San Benito
#211

Kathy Burgle
October 6,
1945—March
25, 2022
Sponsoring
Lodge: Napa
Valley #93
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Mission: “Together we create meaningful life
experiences that make a profound difference.”
The Pillars: Safety, Personal Connection,
Experience & Efficiency
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